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Although many studies have been made on the topic of Japanese sentences, 
there is room for further consideration. This paper is an attempt at giving a 
new position to the topic in Japanese sentences. It may be said that the par四
ticle wαused for marking a topic acts as proxy for various case particles by 
noting the relation between the topic and a comment. And the difference bか
tween the wαand especially the particle ga which, in general, indicates the 
nominative case seems to be revealed by reconsidering the relation between a 
comment sentence and a phenomenon岡describingsentence. 
In this paper, it is tentati可relyshown, quite differently from the traditional 
way of considering the sentence structure, that the wa-rnarked topic can be con同
nected with a comment by the medium of a new concept，“Saucer.”This 
concept may help us identify a topic. A topic marked by卸αanda Saucer have 
a tendency to require the Saucer after a comment and da; therefore the com四
ment, for example, beginning with a ga-marked word, may be said to be subor・四
dinated to the Saucer, and also to be separated from the topic. It may be con-
eluded that the ［…・・卸α…・. da] construction, which seems to be valid in many 
sentences, is one of the prototypical structures of Japanese sentences, although 
the number of example sentences considered here is small and many problems 
stil confront us. 
INTRODUCTION 
Although a number of studies have been made on the topic of Japanese sentences, there 
seems to be some room to reconsider it. The purpose of this paper is to reveal a some回
what different function of the topic and to give it a quite new position in Japanese sen回
tences. The topic, which has been differentiated from the subject, sometimes appears 
and sometimes does not. Even if there may not always be definite phenomena that 
explains the topic, it seems meaningful to attempt to make a general explanation of the 
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topic in terms of its structural function, making clear the dぽerencebetween the char四
acteristics of the τva-marked topic and of the ga-marked word. Indeed, the wαwhich 
marks, in many cases, the topic, can be said to have an extremely peculiar function. 
The di妊erencebetween wa and ga possibly puzzles many foreign learners of the J apa-
nese language, so this paper will attempt to build up a new category of the topic, and 
to contribute to making clearer the structure of Japanese sentences. 
Topic, Subject, Agent ... 
As pointed out by Tsunoda (1991), there will be four levels that should be differentiated 
for a gran 
determined by semantic roles, such as agent, doer, or be-er. Secondly, whether or 
not the subject corresponds to the word marked by cases, especially, the nominative 
case. Thirdly, whether or not the subject is the topic at the beginning of a sentence, 
preceding the comment. Finally, whether or not the subject can be determined by 
syntactic functions. At any rate, it does not necessarily mean that the word marked 
by即αindicatesthe subject, while the word marked by ga cannot express the topic. 
Observe the following sentences: 
( 1) a. Jon卸akono uta卸otsukutta. 
b. Jon gαkono uta wo tsukutta. 
c. Kono utα卸αJongαtsukutta.
(John composed this song.) 
In (la), the Jon (John) marked by卸αisthe topic, indicates the agent, and seems to 
be the subject. In (lb), the Jon marked by ga indicates the agent and seems to be the 
subject, but is not the topic. In (le), the kono uta (this song) marked by wa is the 
topic, and江doesnot seem to be the subject but seems to be the object, and the agent 
seems to be Jon. The above sentences (la)-(lc) can be usually translated into English 
simply as in the parenthesis; though the emphasis may be somewhat different. If the 
author changes the translations of them to show the differences, (la）一（le)will become 
(2a）一（2c),respectively. 
( 2 ) a. John is the person who composed this song. 
b. It is John who composed this song. 
c. This song is the one that John composed. 
Comment Sentence and Phenomenon醐DescribingSentence 
The purpose of this paper is to attempt to explain what a topic is in general, and to 
show the function of the topic in a somewhat different way. In order to do that, it will 
be necessary at五rstto understand the di妊erencebetween卸αandgα. The word marked 
by卸αgenerallyindicates the topic, though it may also function as the contrast indicater. 
W匂iscalled kakari joshi in Japanese, the correlative particle that correlates the preced-
i時 wordwith the statement at the end of a sentence, while ga merely precedes a verb, 
an adjective, or a noun ( +da) in order to refer to the person or thing that does the ac回
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tion expressed by the verb, or that has the attribute expressed by the adjective, or to 
what or who the thing or person is. Some of the kakari joshi once required a speci五c
ending form of verbs and adjectives in old Japanese, and卸αrequiresan explanatory 
statement in the predicate at the end of a sentence in modern Japanese. It may even 
cause the following sentence in succession to have another explanatory statement con回
cerning the τoa-marked topic, while ga is a case particle that simply connects the preceι 
i時 wordwith the directly following predicate [adjective/ verb/ noun ( +da)]. A topic 
may be presented not only by wαbut also by some other phrases; however, only卸α
is taken up as the representative topic marker for convenience in this paper, because 
it seems to be most generally used. 
Several studies have been made concerning the classi五cationof sentences according 
to whether a topic is presented or not, since Mio五rstclassi五edsentences into several 
types. The author divides sentences roughly into two types and names them, ref erring 
to Nitta (1991), as follows: 
① Comment Sentence: sentence usually with a topic. 
This kind of sentence normally has a topic marked by wαand is the Topic-Comment 
construction type. The speaker ( orwriter) makes a comment ( explanation, jt gmen 
or opinion) as to an event, situation or person, declaring one of several or possibly 
countless attributes that can be extracted or deduced from the topic. It may be said 
that those attributes are already connoted by the topic word. 
② Phenomenon-Describing Sentence: non-topic sentence. 
In this type of sentence, a phenomenon, projected as it 1s through a sense organ, is 
described without the speaker’s putting any di百erentinterpretation on it. There is no 
gap between the phenomenon and the expression (Mio, 1948: 83). However, a non回
topic sentence is not always the Phenomenon帽DescribingSentence. 
Observe the following sentences: 
( 3 ) a. Watashi仰 h仰 ＇ida. 
(I am a manager.) 
b. 防7atashiga kαnji da. 
(I am the manager.) 
( 4 ) a. Sora wa aoi. 
(The sky has a blue color.) 
b. Sorαgααoi. 
(The sky is blue now.) 
( 5) a. Tori卸αtobu
(Birds fly.) 
b. Tori ga tobu. 
(A bird is about to fly.) 
( 6) Oya，αme gαJutte int. 
(Oh, it is raining.) 
( 7 ) Umai n da na, kore ga. [From a TV commercial] 
(This is delicious.) 
(3a), ( 4a), and (Sa) have the wa-marked topic and the comment which is made on an 
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attribute or a quality chosen from among many concerning the topicalized thing. For 
example, in ( 4a), what the sky is like is explained, referring to its color, and in (Sa), 
what birds are like is explained, referring to their ability. The ~redicates in those sen圃
tences are chosen and described in order to explain the topicalized word. Of course, 
there can always be room to describe more attributes concerning it in succession, as 
long as the topic is analyzed repeatedly. (3b ),( 4b ),(Sb), (6), and (7) have, to the con由
trary, no topic as a linguistic phenomenon, and so they seem to be the Phenomenorト
Describing Sentences; however, (3b) should be regarded merely as a non回topicsen回
tence, a吋（7),which will be dealt with later, may not be one. At least, the gαin (3b), 
( 4b ),(Sb), (6), and (7) cannot be replaced by the wαin most situations. 
A Tentative Prototype of Japanese Sentences 
The Saucer as a Stabilizer 
Here, the author will attempt to place the Phenomenon-Describi時 Sentence( ornon国
topic sentence) in a new speci五cposition within the tentative complete sentence. Once 
a phenomenon is captured by a speaker，江willpromptly be involved in his/1悶 recogni叩
tion. And it will be extracted as the result of analysis. The comment is made by a 
human's capturing how things are or occur, always somethin? topicalized, and the thing 
in which it is expressed becomes a sentence. It can be said that the phenomenon is 
expressed in a sentence when it appears linguistically. Some kinds of Phenomenon咽
Describing Sentence may express the speaker’s judgment extracted from a speci五csitua四
tion, and there is a comme凶 alongthe lines of this in (Nitta: 1991: 120-121); thus，社
may be said that the Phenomenon-Describing Sentence is not always or completely 
di妊erentiatedfrom the Comment Sentence. It may also be said that the both勺rpes
of sentences are linked and connected to each other. This consideration leads us to 
the following hypothesis. 
Hypothesis: A Phenomenon-Describi時 Sentence( ornorトtopicsentence) is de-
rived from a component within the complete sentence that proto圃
typically has a topic and comment. 
The topic marker wαmay basically involve the function of the copula, as Onoe point-
ed out that the particle wa corresponds to the copula at the end of a sentence (1977). 
Supposing it is true, it will be said that the topic may necessarily tend to require a 
(nominal) word at the end of a sentence so that the whole sentence may be stabilized. 
The word required by the topic would have the concept that speci五esor identi五esthe 
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Fig. 1 
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topic, or that subsumes the concept of the topic, or that the topic most strongly reminds 
the spea1王 of, or that五rstof al occurs to him/1悶・， andit is normally positioned directly 
after the comment. Taking the word ‘Saucer ’as a new term here, the structure of 
Japanese sentences would be revealed to a considerable extent (Fig. 1). The Saucer 
would function as百itstabilized the cup (Topic) into which drink (Comment) is poured. 
In fact, it can be said that a sentence is de五nitelysteady, at least, when it begins with 
the wa-marked topic and ends with the form [noun ( ＋ぬ）］．
It may be understood that this means, psychologically speaking, that the topic A, 
in many cases, tends to require the Saucer B in the [ A 卸α.. . B da] construction; 
however, it should be noted here that the Din the [C ga ... D da] construction cannot 
always be considered to be the Saucer, and in this sense, the Saucer is not necessarily 
the same as the word which may have been called Predicative Complement, or some圃
thing. It can be considered that the [A即α...B da] construction is most likely to be 
one of the universal structures of Japanese sentences. Desu (polite), de aru (literary 
style), datta (past), and so on are variations of dα；therefore, da is used here merely as 
the representative form of the copula verb. (3a)-(7) can be sketched as in Figs. 2-9. 
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Topic and Saucer Tentatively Restored 
In (3a), wαtashi speci五eskanji, as shown in Fig. 2. The noun kanji describi時 what
the person is, directly after wa, can be considered to function as the Saucer. (3b), as 
shown in Fig. 3, may have the Saucer, which would be n, and so (3b) may verge on 
Watashi gα 初旬inαn da, because it explanatorily states that the important thing is that 
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I am the manager, not anyone else. The n ( orno), which expresses the highest class 
concept, can be consider吋 tofunction as a Saucer that subsumes the topic-concept, so 
as to stabilize the whole sentence, including the PhenomenorトDescribingSentence (it 
also has the grammatical function of making the preceding clause a noun clause), and to 
capture the explanation回causingpower of the topic. In (3b ),the topic can be consid回
ered to be ‘the important thing，’‘what I tel you,' 'the fact ’as in (8), and so on. 
( 8) Jitsu仰卸αtashiga kanji nαn da. 
(The fact is I am the manager.) 
In ( 4a), as shown in Fig. 4, the Saucer, which is required by the topic sorα仰向 can
be regarded as the noun mono (thing). In (Sa), as shown in Fi~. 6, tori wa may require 
the Saucer, tentatively, mono, in the depth of the speaker’s consciousness （→Seep. 203), 
while Tori ga tobu in (Sb) might be considered to be the component of the complete 
sentence, describmg a phenomenon, which may be syntactically separated from the topic, 
as in Fig. 7. ( 4a) and (Sa) can be considered to be derived from Sora卸ααoimono da 
and Tori wαtobu mono dα，respectively. It may be envisaged that the sentence田ending
function of verbs and adjectives has developed, when preceded by the wa-marked topic, 
from the adnominal function; however, this seems di血cultto prove due to lack of fore-
shadowers of early Japanese sentences. (It may be interesting to notice that the sen皿
tences, with the wa-marked topic, ending with the adnominal form of verbs or adjectives, 
can be found in Maki仰 noSoshi, a c1assical literary work.) 
( 9 ) a. A, sora gααoi na. 
(Ah, the sky. is so blue.) 
b. Watαshi no inshδωαsora gaαoi koto da. 
(I'm impressed by the deep blue of the sky.) 
(10) a. A’tori gαtobu 
(Oh’a bird is about to fly.) 
b. Are wαtori ga tobu tokoro dα． 
(That’s a bird preparing to fly.) 
(11) a. Uniai n d，αna, kore ga. [From a TV commercial] 
(This is so delicious.) 
b. Jitsu wa kore ga umai n da na. 
(The fact is this is so delicious.) 
c. 防1atashino mαnzoku卸akore ga umai koto da. 
(To my satisfaction, this is delicious.) 
d. Umai, kore gα． 
(This is delicious.) 
(9a), (10a), and (11a) appear to be independent sentences per se, and are merely men圃
tior血gthe color of the sky, a bird’s preparing to日y,and the deliciousness of this (beer). 
According to the hypothesis, (9a〕is a Phenomenon-Describing Sentence belonging to 
the Saucer koto required by a topic, and the topic can be considered to be, for example, 
‘my impression ’as in (9b ),while (10a) is a Phenomer n回DescribingSentence belong聞
ing to the Saucer tokoro required by a topic, and the topic can be considered to be ' that ’ 
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as in (10b). However, (lla), a seemir Phenomenon-Describir Sentence’has in it 
the Saucer n, which verges on koto as in (llc); thus，抗 canbe considered to be a Com-
ment Sentence explaining some topic that precedes the comment. Here it should be 
noted that (lld), which may as well be regarded as a Phenomenon・Describi時 Serト
tence, might be considered less usual than (lla) in real situations, and this shows that 
there is a spontaneous tendency for a Phenomenon-Describi時 Sentencelike (lld) to 
become a Comment Sentence like (lla). It can be said that (9b), (10b), (llb), and 
(llc) correctly explain the situations to which the speaker gives those utterances, and it 
may be considered that this is a very useful or instructive point, though, in fact, (9b ),
(lOb), and (llb-c) may be usually expressed as (9a), (10a), and (lla), respectively. 
The reason a topic does not need expressing in (9a) and (10a) may be that the speaker 
is not telling what he/she sees directly to anybody, or that he/she knows that the 
hearer, if there is one, is seeing the same scene together. And the reason a topic 
does not need expressing in (lla) may be that the speaker recognizes that the audience 
is aware of his/her having drunk and being satis五edwith the deliciousness of the beer, 
and so mentioning the topic is superfluous. Treating those Phenomenon四Describing
Sentences as subordinated to the Saucer, according to the h?pothesis, possibly makes 
it easier, especially for learners of Japanese, to know the difference of the respective 
pairs of the situations in which (3a) and (3b), (4a) and (4b), (5a) and (5b) are expressed, 
and to use wa and gαproperly. 
The Phenomenon-Describi時 Sentence(6) would be expressed as (12a) in the same 
fashion: 
(12) a. Watashi no odoroki・仰αmegαJutteiru koto da. 
(I'm surprised that江israining.) 
b. *Oya, ame仰ルteiru. 
The free-standing word Oyαin (6) might suggest the tentatively restored topic wata回
shi no odoroki in (12a); hence (12b) is unacceptable because (12b) inappropriately in-
eludes two topics，αme and τvatashi no odoroki, at one time. 
It should be noted that those topics or Saucers tentatively restored are expressed 
here as linguistic phenomena just for convenience, in order to make clear what the 
speaker intends to express to the hearer, and that they are, in fact, superfluous, if they 
are deliberately expressed, in most of the real situations. 
Examples of Validity and Usefulness 
Observe the following sentences: 
(13) Kakon Nokoshita Zen司Hodo勾，okuchδnoKanmon 
Nan tomo i yδno nαi，αtoaji nowαrusαga nokoru shitsugi dαtα． 
(1993/10/26 editorial in the Asahi Shin伽 n)
(The Summons of the Former Chief of the News Bureau by Which the Root 
of an Evil Will Remain.) [Headline] 
(It was an indescribable inquiry that would leave a bad aftertaste (in the mass 
media).) 
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(14) ... kono tosαn卸Ohαr仇 tkm智αete印αnαrαnαidαr 
Bαburu de itαde卸Ooi’tosan no kiki ni chokumen shite i1刀 hなyδ 即a,yαmahodo 
aru hαm dα. (1993/11/3 editorial in the Asahi Shimbun) 
( ... we should not think litle of this bankruptcy. It is because there are a 
large number of enterprises that are severely affected by the Bubble Economy 
and confronted with a bankruptcy crisis.) 
In (13), readers would immediately五ndthat the topic is expressed in the headline, 
though it is not marked by wa, and the Saucer is the shitsugi (inquiry) before dαta, 
because they naturall!, notice that the shitsugi is speci五edby the topic hαnmon (the sum圃
mons), as shown in Fig. 10. 
shitsugi I clα：ftα 
Fig. 10 
Furthermore, readers would also五ndquite easily, in (14), that it might be better to 
rewrite tosan no kiki ni chokumen shite iru h紗5卸α（theenterprises that are confronted 
with a ba出ruptcycrisis) as tosan no kiki ni chokumen shite iru h紗δga,because they 
should know that the Saucer hαra is required by the topic, the preceding sentence kono 
tosan wo karuku kangaete wa naranai darδ（that we should not think litle of this ba出輔
ruptcy ),not by the false topic tosan no kiki ni chokumen shite iru h紗owa, as shown in 
Fig. 11, according to the hypothesis; therefore, it may not be proper usage to follow 
tosan no kiki ni chokumen shiteiru hなyδisfollowed with卸αexceptwhen卸αindicates
contrast (the function of contrast is not dealt with here, as it is beyond the scope of 
this paper). 
The Preceding Se日『
tence as the Topic 
Fig. 1 
(15) Horα，basu ga kita. Ano basu仰勾，otoyuki dα． 
(Look, a bus is coming. That bus is bound for Kyoto.) 
The beginning sentence in (15) has no topic; hence, it can be regarded as a Phenom-
enon-Describi時 Sentence. The second sentence in (15) has the topic marked by即α；
hence, it can be regarded as a Comment Sentence with the topic Ano bαSU Wα. Accord田
ing to the author’s hypothesis, those two sentences in (15) cannot be treated as equally 
qualified, that is, it would be possible to build u~ some topic for the Phenomenon・・0
Describing Sentence (non-topic se凶ence). Beginning the statement with the opening 
words Horα，basu ga kitαconnotes the speaker’s dropping both the topic ' what I tel 
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you,' which may be said to be suggested by the free帽standingword Horα，and the Saucer 
koto, as in (16). 
(16) K:かini itai koto wa bαsugαkita koto dα. Ano basu wαKyoto yuki da. 
(What I want to tel you is that a bus is coming. That bus is bound for Kyoto.) 
From the viewpoint of the [Awα... B dα］ construction, Kimi ni itai koto and Ano 
basu correspond to A in the two sentences of (15), respectively, and koto andめotoyuki 
correspond to B, respectively, as tentatively expressed in (16), though the author may 
not be able to show su伍cientevidence that the tentative A and B appear as linguistic 
phenomena in it. However, if the situation to which the speaker gives utterance is 
recognized in this way, the difference of these two types of sentences is understood 
with ease, especially by learners of Japanese, and if the difference of these two types of 
sentences is understood in this way, the situations to which the speaker gives utterance 
is recognized with ease by students, who would be able to avoid using the wa-marked 
topic by mistake, for example, after such free四standingwords as Horα，Oya, A!, and so 
on (this does not mean that the仰回markedtopic cannot be preceded by such free-stand回
ing words). 
The orthodox way of diagramming the relationship between the topic and the com-
ment in Fig. 12 would be altered as in Fig. 13. Prototypically, the Saucer can be con圃
sidered to be embedded between the comment and the d仏
Peculiar Saucers 
Observe the following sentences: 
(17) a. Boku (ni）仰 kohida. 
(Coffee for me.) 
b. Boku ga kohi na n dα． 
(It is I that want coffee.) 
(18) Nagasaki (de）仰 kyomo ame datta. 
(It was rainy in Nagasaki today, too.) 
Supposing that the substantive noun hδhi (coffee) in (17a) is specified by the topic 
Boku (ni）卸α，whichcan be considered to express the target at which coffee will be 
aimed, kohi has the qualification for Saucer (Fig. 14), as far as the卸aof Boku (ni）卸α
indicates merely topic, not contrast. However, there will stil remain the problem about 
the relation between Boku gαand kohi in (17b) (Fig. 15). In (18), ame, which expresses 
the state in Nagasaki at a specific time and might be considered to be the Saucer, is 
specified by the topic Nagasaki (de）即α，whichshows the place where it was rainy (Fig. 
16). Note that仰 zeis a noun that can be regarded as a regular substantive noun 
meaning‘rain ’and at the same time as an adjectival noun meaning' rainy.’ 
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Bol,u (ni) wa 
Fig, 14 
Nagasaki (de) wa 
Observe the following sentences: 
(19) a. H anako wαkurokami da. 
(Hanako is black-I凶red.)
b. H1仰 ako仰 kuroikami da. 
(Hanako has black hair.) 
c. Rαnako卸αkamigαkuroi.
Fig. 16 
(As for Hanako, her hair is black.) 
(20) H anako wαkuroki hαmi zo. 
→ H仰 αko仰 kamizo kuroki. 
→ Hanako仰 kamigαkuroi.
Baku ga I 1，σhz na 
Fig. 15 
In (19a), the seeming substantive noun kurokami might be considered to show one of 
Hanako's attributes (Fig. 17); thus, it would be the Saucer, while in (19b), it is very 
di伍cultto determine whether or not the kuroi kami (made of two words) should be 
regarded as the Saucer (Fig. 18) or whether or not only the kami should be regarded as 
the Saucer (Fig. 19). 
flg. 17 
huro£ lwmi l da
Fig. 18 Fig. 19 
(19c) might be shown as in Fig. 20, according to the hypothesis, and the Saucer, if 
it appears as a linguistic phenomenon, may be josei (a lady), because it may not be un回
reasonable that the topic Hanako wa shows anew the tendency to require some other 
Saucer following kami gα kuroi when the Saucer is pulled out and lost. Further, the 
author would like to add that the process by which (19c) might be made from (19b) 
seems to be explained by a hαkari joshi, zo, as shown in (20) (for details, refer to Ono 
(1978, 1993)). 
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kαini gαI kuγoi 
Observe the following sentences: 
(21) a. Kono s[itsu wαdo desu ka. 
(How about this suit?) 
b. * Kono sutsu ga do desu ka. 
Fig. 20 
Saucer i (da) 
c. Sore即αchottoboku ni卸αhadesugiru n dαna. 
(It’s too colorful for me.) 
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Do, in (21a), may be called Incle命1iteSaucer, which is speci五edby the topic but does 
not mention its attribute at al. Indefinite Saucers must normally be in the [ Awa . B 
da] construction; hence, (21b) is unacceptable. It can also be said that, as seen in (21c), 
which is a reply to (21a), the topic of this type of sentence has a tendency to require 
the Saucer n in most situations, as stated above. (For more on n, see section below.) 
Insubstantial Nouns as the Saucer 
Observe the following sentences: 
(22) a. Boku wαkohi nan d1α． 
(I want coffee.) 
b. ?Boku ni wa kδhina n dα． 
(23) a. Taro wαsaisho ni tochaku shitα． 
(Taro arrived五rst.)
b. Taro切αsaishoni tochαku shitαhito dα． 
(Taro is the first person that arrived.) 
c. Taro wαsaisho ni tochαku shitαhαzu d1α． 
(It is certain that Taro is the first person that arrived.) 
In (22a), it seems that the Saucer n may be required by the topic Boku即αinorder to 
express what situation Boku (I) is in, while (22b) seems less acceptable, which may 
mean it is di伍cultfor the Saucer n to capture the topic which indicates the target (Boku 
ni) at which something (kδhi here) is aimed. This may be evidence that the Saucer is 
controlled by the type of topic marked by wa. (23a) may have the meaning of either 
(23b) or (23c), whose meaning seems to be put into words in (23a), depending upon the 
situation in which the speaker expresses the sentence; therefore, the Saucer is not always 
a regular substa凶 .venoun as in (23b) but may be an insubstantial noun (highly ab町
stracted noun with no clear lexical meaning) as in (23c). It can be said that the Saucer 
may often hide itself as in (23a). 
(24) a. ? Kodomo ga naite iru dαro. 
(A child may be crying.) 
b. Kodomo ga naite iru no daro. 
(It may be that a child is crying.) 
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It can be more clearly understood that the Saucer is required after a Phenomenon岡
Describing Sentence (or non-topic sentence), by noting that (24a) may not be acceptable 
in certain circumstances but (24b ),stabilized by no as the Saucer between the seeming 
Phenomenon田DescribingSentence Kodomo ga naite iru and the word of modality daro, 
is always acceptable. This is also pointed out by Nitta (1991: 131). This may also 
be convincing proof of the existence of the Saucer. The Saucer captures the topic in 
Topic-Comment回Saucerconstruction. In this type of sentence, the topic is not always 
expressed linguistically, because no sooner has it been developed in the speaker’s mind 
than the utterance is produced. However, this type of topic will possibly appear, when, 
for example, the hearer asks for the sake of con五rmationabout the situation in which 
the non-topic sentence (this may no more be regarded as a Phenomer n由Describin
Sentence) is expressed, as follows: 
(25) a. Ano koe仰 doshita n daro. 
(What does that voice mean?) 
b. Ano koe wa kodomo gαnaite iru n daro. (Fig. 21) 
(That voice means, I think, that a child is crying.) 
kodo1110 gαI 1，叩：iteint 
Aγzo koe切α
Fig. 21 
Under those circumstances in which (24a) is acceptable, the author envisages that 
(24a) will be expressed, for example, as (26a) which is shown in Fig. 22. The Saucer 
koro subsumes the topic imagoro. 
(26) a. 1仰 ioro卸αkodomogαonαhα 卸Osukα芯hitenαite iru koro dαr 
(I think it's about time the child is crying for food.) 
b. Kodomo ga onakα卸osukαshite naite iru daro. 
(The child may be crying for food.) 
kodo11io gαloγLαkα wo I sukαshite I 1叩 ：iteint 
Fig. 22 
The topic and Saucer in (26a) seem to be easily dropped; evidently, (26b) seems to 
mean (26a). Therefore, this means that the kind of Saucer like koro (around a certain 
time), which is required by a speci五ctype of topic, can be hidden before a certain type 
of modality word like dm’δ（I think), and also that the kind of Saucer like n (=no) is 
di伍cultto drop before a certain type of modality word like darδ. At any rate, it can 
be inferred from this that the Saucer exists, and that a topic, requiring the Saucer and 
usually marked by即α，alsoexists, even though they are not always expressed as linguistic 
phenomena. 
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It may be impossible to always correctly restore a definite topic, when it is not men-
tioned from the beginning. The speaker must have had, even for an instant, the topic田
like concept in the depth of his/her consciousness, which did not concretel~ appear bか
cause such sentences are usually expressed in an instant after something is observed; 
furthermore, there should be a noun as the Saucer, usually with da latently, required 
by the topic at the end of a sentence as shown in Fig. 1. It may be meaningless to 
restore a specific topic, and Niwa actually gives up pursuing this type of topic (1988). 
What should be noted here is that it is not stated that a specific topic or Saucer must 
always be restored in any sentence. The sentence whose topic is hidden in a speci五c
situation ( =Topic田HiddenSentence ‘Indai Bun ’） is a comment per se, and it must 
have some situation or some proposition as the topic in advance before the comment is 
stated (Niwa, 1988; Nitta, 1991: 120-121). The Topic回HiddenSentence can be re-
garded as the kind of sentence whose topic is omitted (Niwa, 1988). This is why a 
Topic-Hidden Sentence (non-topic sentence) can be paraphrased into the [ ... wa . 
dα］ construction. 
(27) a. Ame gaルttan dα. [N仰 tαdorowo mite] 
(It must have rained.) [Looki時 ata wet road] 
b. Dδro ga nureta no卸αamegαJutta karαdα． 
(The reason why the road is wet is that it rained.) 
Even if a Topic聞HiddenSentence is stated with a deliberately expressed topic as in 
(27b ),(28b ),or (28c ),it can be said that it is just uneconomically mentioned, and it 
cannot be said that the sentence is ungrammatical even in the surface structure; hence, 
it must be grammatical enough in the depth of his/1附 consciousness. (27a) lacks the 
outward topic (Fig. 23), while (27b) is the sentence which is made by connecting the 
topic Doro ga nureta no wa with the comment ame ga Jutta, by the medium of the Saucer 
hαra (Fig. 24). Actually, the fact that the road is wet is equal to the result of the rain. 
And the kara (because) before ぬ functionsas the Saucer that captures the topic, in 
order to show that the result of something is expressed in the topic; therefore, it can be 
said that the karαis required by the topic expressing the road’s being wet. 
Ame gαl futtα αnie ga 
Doγo gα ＼ nuγetαnowα 
Fig. 23 Fig. 24 
(28) a. Mo iku no desu ka. 
(Are you leaving already?) 
b. jitsu wαyakusoku gααrun desu. 
(I’m sorry I have an appointment.) 
c. Mo iku nowαyakusoku gααru hαra desu. 
(The reason why I’m leaving is that I have an appointment.) 
In the same fashion, (28b) and (28c) can be considered to be made by integrating the 
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topics Jitsu wa and Mo iku no wa with the comment yakusoku gαaru, the Saucers n and 
karα，and desu (Figs. 25, 26). It can be said that the Saucer is changed by the speaker, 
according to the type of the topic, by noting that the ns in (27a) and (28b) are changed 
to the hαras in (27b) and (28c). 
ッαikusolmga Iαru yαlmsoku g,α 
Mるilmno wα 
Fig. 25 
(29) a. Ano m卸α~i 卸α daregαtδchaku shita n dα． 
(Who does that tumult mean has arrived?) 
b. Are wa Furanku ga tδchaku shitαn desu. 
(That means Frank has arrived.) 
(30) Tochaku shita no仰 Fi仰 nkudesu. 
(The one who has arrived is Frank.) 
Fig. 26 
The n in (29b) indicates the situation in which somebody’s havin~ arrived is shown 
by the comment, and it can be expressed by are as a topic, while the indefinite pronoun 
no in (30) is used instead of hito (the person/ the one); thus, the difference between 
(29b ),which is exactly a reply to (29a), and (30) may be understood with ease by seeing 
Figs. 27 and 28. 
Fuγanku zαItδchαku shitα 
Tochaku shitαnowα Fuγαnku I desu 
Fig. 27 Fig. 28 
The Insubstantial Saucer + dαmight vary, according to the type of the speaker’s 
modality, as follows: beki dα，hazu da, kara da, mitai da, mono dα，no dα，so da, tokoro 
da, tsumori da, wake da, yδdα，and so on. We shall take up one of them here and ex圃
amme 1t. 
(31) a. Kimi wa ima sore wo suru beki da. 
b. Sore卸aima kimi ga suru beki da. 
c. Ima卸αkimigαsore wo suru beki dα． 
(You should do it now.) 
d. Kono｝δkyδdewαimαkimigαsore wo suru beki da. 
(Under the present circumstances, you should do it now.) 
(32) a. Kimi即αimasore wo suru beki na n d仏
b. Sore wαimαkimigαsuru beki nαn da. 
c. Ima wαkimi ga sore即osuru beki nαn da. 
d. Kono jokyo de wa imαkimi ga sore wo suru beki na n da. 
(33) a. Kimi仰 sokoe iku beki da. 
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b. Soko wa kimi ga iku beki dα． 
(You should go there.) 
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The differences between (31a) and (32a〕， 〔3lb)and (32b), (31c) and (32c), and (31d) 
and (32d) seem very small, because the topic is the same in each pair of se此ences. This 
may mean that the insubstantial noun beki has a sizable number of meanings, which 
can change at any time ( and this is the very reason why it is msubsta凶ial),but not so 
drastically as another insubstantial noun no, which may be far more polysemous. The 
beki in (31 a) means‘the person who should do it ( =beki hito），’ in (31b）江 means'the 
object which should be done ( = beki koto),' in (3 lc) it means‘the time when it should 
be done (=beki toki)/ in (31d) it means‘the circumstances under which somebody 
should do something ( = beki jokyδ），＇ and so on. In the same fashion, the beki in (33a) 
means‘the person who should do something （ロbekihito),' and in (33b) it means‘the 
target at which something should be aimed (=beki tokoro）.’It can be said that the 
bekis in (3 la）一（3ld) are pulled into the comment part by the existence of the strong 
and flexible n, as in (32a)-(32d), and that the n captures the topic in each sentence irト
stead of beki (Figs. 29, 30). 
When the Saucer is a substantive noun, such variety (as the bekis present) cannot 
be observed. It should be noted that we have no need to deny the possibility of the 
insubstantial nouns as the Saucers + d1αchanging to auxiliary verbs, which may be 
caused because they can capture a signi五cantnumber of topic types. 
Comment I beki na 
Fig. 29 Fig. 30 
Conclusion 
The difference between a sentence beginning with the wa-marked topic and one begin-
ning with a word marked by case particles can be understood by looking at Fig. 31. 
However, the gαshould not be treated as equally as the other case particles, because 
the gαseems to be predominant over them. 
Onoe explains that the卸αdividesa sentence into two, separating the topic that p町田
Comment 
J!a 
・ga_ （…iuo) 
. ni C…ga) 
I?αra 
'"WO 
</> ,etc. 
Noun十da,na 
Adjective 
Verb 
ゆ，etc.
Fig. 31 
Saucer I (da) I Modality 
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cedes it from the rest of the sentence, and uniting them again (1977), and this may be 
shown, according to the hypothesis, as in Fig. 31. Only in the context between the 
topic and the comment preceding the Saucer, in many cases, can the卸αthatmarks 
topic be said to act as proxy for various case particles. 
From what has been considered in the above sections, it seems reasonable to conclude 
that: 
1. The topic, usually marked by卸α，tendsto require a nominal Saucer that follows 
the comment, so that the Saucer may express what the topicalized thing is, what 
it is like, how it is described, so on. (' Sαucer’has been taken here as a new 
term.) 
2. The comment, which may be regarded as a Phenomenon-Describing Sentence or 
a non-topic sentence, subordinately belongs to the Saucer. 
3. Prototypically, there is a [ ...仰...d，α］ pattern in Japanese sentences. (Fun圃
damentally, this pattern should be differentiated from the [ ... ga ... da] pat圃
tern.) 
However, the above conclusions, reached by observing limited types of sentences will 
necessarily require verification through the examining of many more kinds of sentences. 
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